
Eggton's Cheddar & Apple Melts (With or Without Ham)
I left the proportions flexible here because it's best when done to taste.  If you  
like butter, use as much as you want and your apples will get really caramelized.  
If you like to go easy on the butter when you can, use the minimum listed  
below.  Taste as you go along, and add more sugar than what's listed below if  
your apples aren't sweet enough for your liking.

Ingredients:

apples—however many you want (2 large apples is enough for a few 
sandwiches.  I think mine were gala but any should do--granny 
smith or mackintosh would be great.)

butter (1/2 to 1 tbsp. for 2 large apples)

dash salt

a few sprinkles of cinnamon

sugar (to taste.  My apples were sweet so I used 1/2 to 1 tsp.)

1-2 tbsp. bourbon (optional) or a squeeze of lemon juice

cheddar cheese—a couple slices for each sandwich (preferably a 
sharp, white cheddar)

bread for each sandwich

ham for each sandwich (optional)

Directions:

Peel, core and cut the apples however you want.  For sandwiches, I 
like mine in thin slices.  Melt some butter in a skillet, add the apples, 
salt, cinnamon and sugar and toss to coat.  Sautée over medium-low 
heat until the apples are tender.  Pour the bourbon over the apples 



(or sprinkle lemon juice) if desired and cook about 4 minutes more, 
until the taste of the bourbon has mellowed.

Wipe out the pan and melt a little more butter.  Toast the bread in 
the butter until it's golden on the underside.  Flip the bread and add 
a little more butter to the pan if you want.  Pile the cheddar on one 
of the pieces of toast, and ham on the other, if using ham.  Cover the 
skillet for 1-3 minutes, until the cheese has melted.  Remove the 
toasts from the heat.  Pile some of the apples on one of the pieces of 
bread and smack them together into a sandwich.
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